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Epic conquest wiki

Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Rudolph the brave jockey LNY casual wear Elyse Knight Wyvern Master (Flame) Master Wyvern (Vacuum) is a loyal knight of the alliance. He has sworn to exterminate all demons and witches to restore peace in the world of Ulster is a melee fighter with good offensive prowess and extreme survival. The contents of the Ulster
EditIng Character is a miracle that matches the fighting skills of the commander's levels. He was once a kind and cheerful boy who could see beauty in others and cared for everyone, even those who were avoided. But after an accident with a witch that occurred when he was only 10 years old, he became a dangerous young man who could not fully trust or grow closer to others. Over the years, he has
harboured hatred for witches. He is very careful and warned of them (except Edna). When Allister was 10 years old, he and his parents lived in a quiet and remote village. He was very well known to everyone in his village because of his gentle and cheerful personality. One day, meet a girl with the ability to control the magic of ice. Her mother abandoned her after discovering that her daughter was a witch of
the whole village who avoided the girl, but with the exception of Alastair, who wanted to befriend her. He invited her to his house and over time, she became part of his family. But their happiness did not last long and although his parents promised the villagers to raise the girl properly and begged them not to report the child to the capital, the villagers could not afford to live in fear of a witch among them and
one of them reported it. Shortly thereafter, the royal knights arrived and raided his house, searching for her. Allster tried to protect her, but in the end, she turned into a demon and almost killed everyone. After losing his father (as well as his friends and villagers), he felt guilty for saving her. to save a witch, instead of his village. On that day, he pledged that if he could save hundreds of lives by killing a witch,
he would never hesitate to do so. Every demon was slaughtered there, so that there would be no more witches born in the world. Then he trained very hard to join the Royal Knights, to fulfill his reign. The incident changed forever hero PerkEdit GuardEdit Alastair has a 10% chance of preventing an attack. Completely nullify any damage from any source. RevengeEdit granted Orange that enhances both
attack damage and a critical rate of 25% for 3s after a successful keeper. Ulster Anti-Liberation Guard Editing Skills [learned in Lv. 1] change to guard position and combat 1 incoming attack with a series of ground blast. At skill level 3 and 6, the number of explosions increases, resulting in more damage in a wide area. [Cost: 25 megapixels] Lv skill. Damage 1 95% 2 100% 3 105% 4 110% 5 115% 6 120% 7
130% Savage Rind Edit [Learning in Lv. 5] Alastair spins in an angry tornado attack that hurts all the surrounding enemies. [Maximum number of visits: 5] [Cost: 60 Skill Lv. Damage 1 130% 2 145% 3 160% 4 175% 5 190% 6 205% 7 240% Shield Rush Edit [Learned in Lv. 10] charge forward while pulling enemies along, followed with a strong shield bash that will knock out enemies. During shipping, the
mass rate is enhanced to 100%. Press the skill button to extend the charging time. [Cost: 85 megapixels] Lv skill. Damage 1 80% 2 90% 3 100% 4 110% 5 120% 6 130% 7 150% Ground Break Edit [Learned in Lv. 20] Alastair does a high jump, then hits his sword on the ground, creating cracks in the form of a cross. Any enemy caught in the crack will be damaged over time. [Maximum number of visits: 10]
[Cost: 110 megapixels] Lv. Damage skill 1 150% 2 165% 3 180% 4 195% 5 210% 6 225% 7 250% editing relationships Louisa Edit Alastair and Louisa are close friends, although he tries to maintain a fairly strict position &amp; professional like when around other people and fellow knights. According to Louisa, he's not very close to anyone. She likes to tease him all now, and much of his dismay. Edna
edited Ulster Mom editaccording to his mother, she did not see his smile. Since the accident. Trivia editaccording to Edna, Alastair is great at cooking. Unlike Louisa, he doesn't have friends called a rioter by other royal knights. Before his adventure with Edna, Allister was not a big player in the team. According to the Royal Knights, he often misbehaves (by being a lone wolf) and cannot work well with others
as a team. See also Edit Alaster Skills Thester's Masteries View Share Source Welcome to Wiki here you will find help in anything really. We also have our own server discovery which we strongly recommend you to join and meet many new players. The story is put into a fantasy world, which is apparently invaded by demons through a dimensional portal. The invasion of Satan leads all kingdoms into the
Union as one unit the alliance was formed to fight the power of satan and restore peace. Many years have passed, half a strain between humans and demons is inevitable. Those are called witches; They are haunted by alliances because they are perceived as a major threat to humanity. You will play such heroes: Ulster, a royal knight who uses melee fighting with great defense and confrontationskill.
Edna, a flame witch who uses attacks ranged with fiery skills. Louisa, archer who practices the bow with deadly precision. Zero, the collector of the soul who harvests the spirit of the enemy while swinging his machete. Each with a unique personality and qualities that you can discover throughout this journey. Letter Guides Writer builds character builds Masteries equipment skills boss statistics inventory
blacksmith evaluation character dismantling dealer upgrade socket expansior special items sapphire community VIP content package available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Edit share comments you can get 3 SP each level. Each stats also increase by 1 each level. 10 rupees to reset the effect stats SP 1 STR +1.5 damage (for Louisa &amp; Zerav) +10 Defense +0.12% Thunderbolt
Resistance 1 AGI +0.125% Attack Speed +0.09% Critical +0.08% CD Reduction 1 INT +1.5 Damage (for 0.09 %Edna) +10 Max MP +0.06 MP Regen/s 1 VIT +20 MAX HP +0.07 HP Regen/S +0.11% Fire/Ice/Poison Resistance CD Limit and Attack Speed is capped at 40%. Damage reduction is increased by the defense and capped at 90%. Trivia: Each defense point increase damage reduction by 1/ (230*
enemy level) community content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. View source comments as a sharing community content that is available within CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. Edit the game's characters to play go here. All (4) community content elements are available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. View the source of last comments here is where you will find codes that
developers will launch. This page will be updated with the release of new codes. You can also stay up to date with the news about the game on their Facebook page currently, the only coupon code available is 475968. This code can only be accessed once, and the coupon button will disappear when you claim. All voucher codes issued: Note: These coupon codes are not already available. Codes Released
Reward plus20 Released on 13/10/2017 2 Sapphire Stones onethingweneed Released on 24/10/2017 10 Rubies urwel Released on 10/11/2017 5 Sapphire Stones alittlehope Released on 10/11/2017 5 Sapphire Shards selamatnatal Released on 15/12/2017 40 Rubies boooooooooo Released on 16/1/2018 100 Rubies notuseless Released on 16/1/2018 50 Sapphire Dust duit Released on 3/2/2018
100,000 Gold Coins gongxi Released on 16/2/2018 50 Rubies redjuel Released on 1/3/2018 5 [Common] Red Jewel purpjuel Released on 1/3/2018 5 [Common] Pueple Jewel ornjuel Released on 1/3/2018 5 [Common] Orange Jewel 500k Released on 28/3/2018 500k Gold, 50 Ruby,50 Iron, Cloth, Silver, Fabric,25 Void &amp; Gale Souls,5 [Epic] Jewels of each type,10 Sapphire Stones shieve Resleased
on 07/04/18 1,000,000 Gold 002 Resleased on 22/04/18 10 Sapphire Stones ... Resleased on 01/05/18 500,000 gold :p Resleased on 13/05/18 50 Sapphire End Resleased on 2/07/18 150 Sapphire Buggy Wyvern Res Leased on 31/07/18 50 Sapphire 475968 500k gold, 300 ruby, 10 [epic] jewels of each type, 20 sapphire stone, 30 red and blue doses, 20 red and blue elixir, 20 candy growth. Where can I
recover the code? You'll find this option in the lobby or main interface (top right. it's a green coupon code) simply copy, paste or type the code in and click retrieve a button. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. In: Edit the casual share comments wear Christmas wolf knight brave LNY knight Elyse Wyvern Master (Flame) Master Wyvern (Void) mysterious demon claims
himself as a soul collector. Walk around the world to find a pure soul and finally found inside Edna. Giraffe is a harvester and a dark wave user, who takes the enemy spirit to enable his abilities. Its awake shape allows it to unleash more powerful attacks. Giraffe is By scanning phase 3-10 or by purchasing within the app. Hero Burke [Editing Source] Soul Manipulation [Editing Source] Allows Zerav to Gather
Souls using Certain Attacks, And Use Soul Measurement to Enhance Certain Attacks. Leitch Life [Editing | Awakening [Editing The Source] on Anger, the giraffe will enter the awakened state where any use of the soul does not exhaust the measurement of the soul. Zaraf's skills [editing] soul snatch [editing source] [Learn in Lv1] hijack the enemy spirit to fill the soul measurement. If there are more than 5
souls stored, this skill deals double damage. Can grab up to 3 souls at a time. [Cost: 30 megapixels] Lv skill. Damage 1 9999999% 2 1999998% 3 2999997% 4 3999996% 5 4999995% 6 5999994% 7 200% violent rep [editing] [learn in Lv5] enemies reaping in front several times. When charged, giraffe consumes more soul and mp to increase skill damage by 10% per level. In lv5 charge the damage
changed to soul damage. On awakening, infinite charge is possible. [Cost: 35 megapixels] Lv skill. Damage 1 9999999% 2 1999998% 3 29999997% 4 39999996% 5 4999999 95 6% 59999994% 7 9999999% Dreya Cham [editing source] [learned in Lv10] creates a great chasm for the release of hundreds of cursed souls on the surface, cursed all enemies trapped inside. Giraffe requires measuring the soul
to maintain the gap. Press the skill button again to deactivate. On awakening, the damage interval is reduced by half. [Cost: 130 megapixels] Lv. Damage skill 1 60% 2 65% 3 70% 4 75% 5 80% 6 85% 7 100% Soul Oblivion [Editing] [Learned in Lv20] Giraffe creates a dark hole in front of it, absorbing all wandering souls in a wide area. Souls will also pull everything into oblivion while harmful over time. [Cost:
180 megapixels] Lv skill. Damage 1 100% 2 110% 3 120% 4 130% 5 140% 6 150% 7 170% See also [Edit source] Zerav skills characters mastering male heroes community content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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